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The books on your nightstand and the dreams you’ve always had
give you away. We know dragons are your thing. They always
have been and always will be. You’ve never outgrown your
fascination and belief that they exist. Because, they do. And,
they are making themselves known in a big way…
Dragons exist like many other multi-dimensional beings,
outside of our 3D reality and material world (for the most
part). But that makes them no less real than your dog or kids.
The dragons have stepped in as guardians, as guides and
examples to lead humanity. They are assisting in raising
consciousness on Earth. As you connect to the dragons, you
anchor this energy into reality and create new possibilities
for yourself and the rest of the world.
If you’re reading this, they’ve called to you. If you’ve loved
them since childhood, you’re supposed to. You know déjà vu?
They’re masters of time and are working with you to create
more synchronistic events in your life. If you’ve experienced
time speeding up, slowing down, or repeating itself, the
dragons have been near.
Humanity is evolving, and we aren’t doing it alone. In
addition to other sentient beings, who assist us on Earth,
dragons are on that list. They have been around since the
beginning of time and will be around well after humans cease
to exist. Their knowledge and wisdom is ancient, yet timeless.
Dragons are responsible for helping us redefine our “soul
parameters.” These are the agreements that we made prior to

incarnating in this lifetime. We might experience them as
limitations, opportunities for expansion, purpose and
basically everything else that affects our lives. While we
incarnated with a purpose and a plan, we also have free will.
(Kind of like how we have Google maps and get a route to get
to our destination, but can change routes to save seven
minutes.) Our free will has created drastic change for the
planet.
Whether we believe in the dragons, or not, our Earth has
changed in energetic ways that we cannot have anticipated
prior to incarnation. The dragons are here helping us to
realign with new paths and redefine our soul’s “parameters” to
help us synchronize with new energy.
We can connect with the dragons on an energetic level while we
sleep, meditate or simply by opening our minds. You’re likely
to encounter them however your intuition speaks to you. You
might see them in dreams, hear them speakor feel their
presence when no one else is around. Don’t be surprised if
they don’t appear to you in “dragon” form. These beings are
dynamic and won’t always present themselves gnashing their
teeth, breathing fire on our homesteads or carrying us across
Fantasia.
If you see yourself as a light worker, cultivator of change,
advocate for humanity or a dragon fanatic, align yourself with
this potent energy. In no time, you’ll begin to see the
changes you’ve known were possible made manifest.
For more self-study, The Urban Howl recommends 52 Ways to Live
a Kick-Ass Life: BS-Free Wisdom to Ignite Your Inner Badass
and Live the Life You Deserve .
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